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Abstract

This paper introduces dependency forest based word alignment model which utilizes both source and target dependency forests in an attempt to minimize the impact on parse errors in 1-best parse trees. Hierarchical word alignment model which searches for \(k\)-best partial alignments on target constituent 1-best parse trees has been shown to outperform previous models. However, relying solely on 1-best parse tree might hinder the search for good alignments because 1-best trees are not necessarily the best in practice. This paper describes how \(k\)-best alignments are constructed over target-side dependency forest. Alignment experiments on Japanese-English and Japanese-Chinese show that both the variation and structural similarity of source and target forest are important for our model to fully benefit from forests.

1 Introduction

In statistical machine translation (SMT), word alignment plays an essential role in obtaining phrase tables and syntactic transformation rules. The main approaches for modeling word alignment are by using discriminative models [2, 10] and generative models [1, 7]. Generative models such as the IBM models [1] have the advantage that they do not require golden alignment training data annotated by humans. However, it is difficult to incorporate arbitrary features in these models. On the other hand, discriminative models can incorporate arbitrary features such as syntactic information, but they generally require gold training data, which is hard to obtain in large scale.

There exist discriminative models which perform better than IBM models with relatively small training data such as the hierarchical alignment models, in which source and target constituency trees are used for incorporating syntactic information as features (whose implementation is known as Nile\(^1\)) [9]. They achieve significantly better result than the IBM Model4 in Arabic-English and Chinese-English word alignment task even though their model was trained using only 2,280 and 1,102 parallel sentences as gold standard alignments.

However, these models are sensitive to parsing errors since they rely heavily on source and target trees. To alleviate parsing errors, we propose to use forests which are compact representation of \(n\)-best parses.

In SMT, forest-based translation has been proposed for both constituency and dependency parse trees [6, 13], which provides more alternative parse trees to choose from, and they lead to significant improvement in translation quality. We apply this idea to build an alignment model using dependency forests rather than 1-best parses, which provide more robustness against parsing errors. The motivation of using dependency trees is that they are more suitable for capturing the semantic relations of words regardless of their positions in a sentence.

We conducted alignment experiments on two language pairs; Japanese-English and Japanese-Chinese. Experimental results show that the structural similarity and the variation of source and target forest has a big impact on the alignment quality.

2 Model Description

2.1 Finding \(k\)-best alignments over forest

Following the hierarchical alignment model [9], our model searches for the best alignment by constructing partial alignments (hypotheses) over dependency forests for the target language in a bottom-up manner as shown in Figure 1. There are two types of features: local and non-local features. A feature \(f\) is defined to be local if and only if it can be factored among the local productions in a tree, and non-local if otherwise [3]. For a detailed explanation of the search algorithm, refer to [9].

A forest is a hypergraph \(\langle V, E \rangle\) where \(V\) is a set of nodes and \(E\) is a set of hyperedges. A hyperedge \(e\) is defined to be a pair \(\langle \text{tails}(e), \text{head}(e), \text{score} \rangle\) where
tails(e) is a set of tails of e, head(e) is a head of e, and score is a score of e which is usually obtained by heuristics [13]. Each node has span of the form i, j which means the node covers i-th to (j−1)-th node. An example of a forest is shown in Figure 1, which encodes 2-best parse trees.

We visit the nodes in the topological order, which guarantees that we visit a non-leaf node after computing k-best hypotheses of its children. The key difference between search over constituency tree and dependency forest is that every node in a dependency forest corresponds to a word whereas only leaf nodes correspond to words in a constituency tree. This requires us to compute k-best hypotheses for the word of each non-leaf node before combining the hypotheses from its children. Therefore, the hypotheses can be seen as the ones obtained in its virtual child which is a leaf node. We call this node “dummy child”. In Figure 1, k-best hypotheses for a word are represented by a blue cylinder and each black square is a hypothesis. After computing k-best hypotheses for a node’s children including its dummy child, cube pruning is applied to approximately find k-best hypotheses for the node which is represented by a yellow cylinder in Figure 1.

Notice that in many cases there are more than two children for a non-leaf node in dependency forests. Since we apply cube pruning to all the children at once, it is likely that only the highly-ranked hypotheses of each child are considered for the generation of k-best hypotheses for the parent node. This leads to problems when the highly-ranked hypotheses are in fact bad alignments from the global perspective. To solve this problem, we put all the children’s hypotheses into a queue and repeatedly dequeue the first two elements, apply cube pruning and enqueue the obtained k-best hypotheses till there remains only one k-best hypotheses list in the queue. We call this method “binarized cube pruning”.

### 2.2 Features

The features we used include those used in Nile except for the automatic rule extraction features and constellation features. This is because these features are not easily applicable to dependency forests.

Several features in Nile such as source-target part-of-speech (POS) local feature and coordination feature have to be customized for dependency forests since it is possible that there are multiple nodes which correspond to the same word. We decided to consider all nodes corresponding to a word by counting the frequency of each POS tag of a node corresponding to a target word and normalizing it with the total frequency of POS tags in the forest. For example, suppose there are four nodes which correspond to the same word, whose POS tags are JJ, VBG, JJ, VGZ. In this case the features “src_tgt_pos_feature JJ=0.5”, “src_tgt_pos_feature VBG=0.25” and “src_tgt_pos_feature VBZ=0.25” are activated.

Besides the features used in Nile, our model uses continuous alignment local feature and hyperedge score non-local feature. The continuous alignment feature fires when a target word is aligned to multiple source words and these words are continuous on a forest. Preliminary experiments showed, however, that none of these features contributes to the improvement of the alignment score.

### 3 Experiments

#### 3.1 Experimental Setting

We conducted alignment experiments on two language pairs, Japanese-English and Japanese-Chinese. For dependency parsers, we used KNP [4] for Japanese, berkeley Parser [8] and SKP [11] for English and SKP for Chinese. For Japanese-English, we used 300, 100, 100 sentences from ASPEC-JE for training, development and test data, respectively. For Japanese-Chinese, we used 310, 100, 100 sentences from ASPEC-JC for training, development and test data, respectively. Our model as well as Nile has a feature called third party alignment feature which activates for a alignment link which is presented in the alignment of a third party model. In our experiment, we used two alignment models, IBM Model4 trained with GIZA++ and bayesian subtree alignment model based on dependency trees [7], both of which are symmetrized with the growing-final heuristic. Moreover, in order to investigate how much the structural similarity of a source and a target parse tree affects the alignment quality,
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we also conducted an experiment using target forests obtained by projecting source trees to target trees by using the algorithm explained in [12] and encoding the projected trees into a forest.

3.2 Experimental Result

Figure 2, 3 shows precision, recall and F-score for each experimental setting. In these figures, \( n_s(P_s) - n_t(P_t) \) implies that the forest of \( n_s \)-best trees parsed by a parser \( P_s \) is used in the source side, and the forest of \( n_t \)-best trees parsed by a parser \( P_t \) is used in the target side. \( \text{bin} \) means binarized cube pruning is used. \( \text{proj} \) means a forest of projected target trees are used. We use Nile as the baseline system. We were unable to implement two features (e.g. the automatic rule extraction features and constellation features) as they are not easily applicable to dependency forests. These features are turned off in Nile to make a fair comparison with our model, which is denoted as \( \text{Nile-c} \). Nile uses all features. \( \text{Nakazawa} \) is a Bayesian subtree alignment model based on dependency trees [7] Finally, \( \text{GIZA++} \) is the IBM Model4. The last three are shown only for reference.

For Japanese-Chinese, negative effect on the alignment quality is observed by using forests. Note that, the recall tends to drop with the growth in the size of target side forest. Binarized cube pruning does not have a positive effect in ASPEC-JC. However we can see the improvement of alignment quality by using projected trees on the target side. When 1-best projected trees are used on the target side, F-score is even higher than the baseline (Nile with all features). But unfortunately using more projected trees does not help to further improve the score. It is also worth noticing that the results of using 10-best projected trees and 20-best projected trees on the target side are almost the same.

For Japanese-English, we can see that using forests improves the score but the improvement does not monotonically increase with the number of trees on the target side. Unlike ASPEC-JC, we can see a relatively big improvement in F-score when binarized cube pruning is used. Like ASPEC-JC, we can see an improvement by using projected trees on the target side, but using more trees did not improve the score. Note that, even if we use projected trees on the target side, the score is far behind that of Nile with all features.

4 Discussion

As can be seen in the experimental results, the improvement in F-score by using projection of source tree to target tree shows that the structural similarity of source and target tree is important. Our model’s performance will improve if we can use higher quality parses of source and target side sentences and exploit structural similarity in a better way.

We observed that F-scores obtained when 10-best and 20-best projected trees are used had no noticeable difference. To understand this phenomenon we checked the variation of source trees from which we project to target trees. It turns out that the average number of trees for a sentence in ASPEC-JC was 4.30 for 10-best and 4.97 for 20-best. This indicates that KNP outputs limited number of trees. Therefore, we believe that our model can perform better if there is more variation in the source side trees when the projection is applied.

For Japanese-English, we observed the improvement of alignments by using forests. We checked whether good parse trees were chosen when higher F-scores were achieved. However, it turned out that higher F-scores, in most cases, were not results of better parse trees. This might imply that good parse trees are not always needed for better word alignment.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a hierarchical alignment model with dependency forests based on the alignment model which uses constituency parse trees [9] to address parse errors. Experimental results show that the structural similarity of source and target forest has a big impact on the alignment quality. Our future work will involve the implementation of missing features because the automatic translation features had a large contribution to the improvement of alignment quality in Nile. Also, we need to figure out some methods to choose trees with good quality and high structural similarity to fully benefit from forests. Finally, we are also considering using training data with richer information such as the one described in [5].
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Figure 2: Precision, Recall and F-score for ASPEC-JC

Figure 3: Precision, Recall and F-score for ASPEC-JE


